
STEWARD'S REPORT

Ballarat
Monday, 25 Feb 2019

Weather conditions: Fine

Track condition: Good

Officials for Meeting

Steward in Charge: D.Verberne

Stewards: B. Jinks, J. Rea

Judges: T. Lockwood

Lure Drivers: D. Keirl

Starter: R. Phillips

Kennel Supervisor: N. Thornton

Kennel Attendants: G. White

Veterinarian: Dr .A.Cole

Race 1
BOTTLE-O (300+ RANK) - MAX. 6 DOG

3:24 pm
390m

Maiden

In accordance with the GRV Hot Weather Policy, this event was deemed Heat Affected.  The outside
temperature when kennels opened was 28.3 degrees, the inside kennel temperature was 19.3 degrees.

The outside temperature prior to this event was 29.9 degrees, the inside kennel temperature immediately
prior to this event when the greyhounds were retrieved was 19.3 degrees.

Sanduman was quick to begin. Gentleman Jock and Talkback Caller were slow to begin.

Walk With Yessam galloped on the heels of Sanduman approaching the home turn checking Talkback
Caller and Sanuman. Sanduman checked off Walk With Yessam on the home turn. Talkback Caller raced
wide in the home straight.

Race 2
A1 SIGNAGE (300+ RANK) - MAX. 6

DOG
3:47 pm
390m

Maiden

Quick Blaze and Weslyn Bale were slow to begin and collidd soon after the start checking Quick Blaze.
Inga Lina checked off Aston Vino on the first turn. Miss White Wash and Weslyn Bale collided approaching
the home turn. Miss White Wash raced wide approaching the winning post.,

Quick Blaze was vetted following the event. It was reported that the greyhound sustained a left quadriceps
injury, a 10 day stand down period was imposed.

A sample was taken from Ugo Girl - the winner of the event.

Race 3
JUST COPIERS (300+ RANK) - MAX. 6

DOG
4:07 pm
450m

Maiden

Spot On Mick went up with the lids at abox rise and was slow to begin. Valley Wing and Tee Tee collided
approaching the first turn. Tee Tee galloped on the heels of  Valley Wing on the first turn checking both
greyhounds. Fantastic Fox and Spot On Mick collided on the first turn. Tee Tee and Fantastic Fox collided
approaching the home turn. Aston Shakira raced wide entering the home straight. Valley Wing and Yondu
raced wide in the home straight.

Race 4
BACKMANS PET FOODS (300+ RANK)

4:27 pm
450m

Grade 7

The outside temperature prior to this event was 29.9 degrees, the inside kennel temperature immediately
prior to this event when the greyhounds were retrieved was 19.5 degrees.

Kid Lavros was slow to begin.

First Responder and Wok Djay collided soon after the start checking First Responder. First Responder and
Oemi Allen collided approaching the first turn. Black Torino and Wicked Reason collided approaching the
first turn. Kid Lavros and Wicked Reason collided approaching the winning post.

Stewards spoke to Mr J Wickham the trainer regarding the direction that the greyhound Black Torino be
boxed first. Acting under GAR 52(2) Stewards directed that this box first be removed.

A sample was taken from Canyon County - the winner of the event.

Race 5
EUREKA CONCRETE (1+ WINS 300+

RANK)
4:47 pm
545m

Restricted Win

Pingin' Bee was slow to begin. 

Roman Renegade and Trademark Rocky collided soon after the start. Dyna Quail crossed to the running
rail entering the back straight. Roman Renegade checked off Psychedelic Jay entering the back straight.
Roman Renegade brushed the running rail on the second turn and lost ground as a result. Trademark
Rocky checked off Pingin' Bee on the second turn. Roman Renegade galloped on the heels of Trademark
Rocky approaching the home turn checking both greyhounds.

A sample was taken from Dyna Quail - the winner of the event.



Race 6
R & J BATTERIES (300+ RANK)

5:07 pm
450m

Grade 5

During kenneling it was established that Yondu engaged in Race 3 was initially kenneled in Race 6.
Stewards could not attribute blame to any person and no action was taken. Yondu was kenneled in the
correct race bay shortly there after.  

Don's Machine was quick.

Architecture and Fess Crockett collided approaching the first turn checking Architecture. Pyrenees Classic
and Pillar Creek collided on the first turn checking Pyreness Classic. Fifty Dollar and Dee Dee One collided
approaching the home turn. Fess Crockett and Dee Dee One collided on the home turn.

Pyrenees Classic was vetted following the event. It was reported that there was no apparent injury found.

Race 7
SIRES ON ICE (2-3 WINS 300+ RANK)

5:27 pm
450m

Restricted Win

Dyna Jenaya was quick to begin. Zipping Waldo and Kintamani were slow to begin.

Agent Que, Total Mayhem and Me Bros Bad collided approaching the first turn checking Me Bros Bad.
Agent Que and Total Mayhem collided on the first turn. Total Mayhem checked off Dyna Jenaya
approaching the home turn. Zipping Waldo and Kintamani collided approaching the home turn checking
both greyhounds. Agent Que and Dyna Jenaya collided on the home turn. Agent Que raced wide in the
home straight. Akut and Total Mayhem collided appproaching the winning post.

Race 8
BALLARAT VOLKSWAGON (300+

RANK)
5:47 pm
450m

Grade 5

The outside temperature prior to this event was 30.1 degrees, the inside kennel temperature immediately
prior to this event when the greyhounds were retrieved was 19.2 degrees.

Lonesome Spring was slow to begin.

Lonesome Spring crossed to the outside soon after the start. Dyna Diedre and Possibly collided on the first
turn. Honestly Bob checked off Dyna Diedre on the first turn. Honestly Bob checked off Possibly on the
home turn.

A sample was taken from Lonesome Spring - the winner of the event.

Race 9
DOWNLOAD THE NEW WATCHDOG

APP (300+ RNK)
6:08 pm
390m

Grade 7

Playlord and Ethan Zane were slow to begin. 

Taking Off  and Playlord collided on the first turn checking Playlord. Blue Gene Bowie checked off Zipping
Chance approaching the home turn. Damo's Pineapple checked off Taking Off on the home turn. Playlord
checked off Ethan Zane on the home turn. Damo's Pineapple galloped on the heels of Taking Off on the
home turn checking both greyhounds. Banyuatis raced wide entering the home straight checking Zipping
Chance and Knocker's Gold. Playlord and Ethan Zane collided in the home straight.

Race 10
VW CADDY RUNNER (2-3 WINS 300+

RANK)
6:25 pm
390m

Restricted Win

A pre race sample was taken from Young Rachel.

Aston Boss and Janray Mazel Tov were quick to begin. 

Octo Flash checked off Winlock Slim soon after the start. Young Rachel and Cougar Icon collided on the
first turn checking Cougar Icon and Shot Of Spice. Young Rachel and Winlock Slim collided approaching
the home turn checking Young Rachel. Shot Of Spice checked off Octo Flash on the home turn. Young
Rachel checked off Winlock Slim on the home turn. Young Rachel raced wide as a result.

Race 11
AUSSIE INFRARED @ STUD (300+

RANK)
6:45 pm
390m

Grade 5

Saint Ray was quick to begin. Blue Magnum was slow to begin.

Chrissy Pee checked off Tuiaki Dora on the first turn. Chrissy Pee and Blue Magnum collided approaching
the home turn checking Blue Magnum.

Race 12
JA CATERING & FUNCTIONS (300+

RANK)
7:00 pm
390m

Grade 5

Mr J Wickham, trainer of My Hardaway Hana declared a new weight of 27.8kgs for the greyhound in
accordance with GAR 39(2). My Hardaway Hana last raced at 29.8kgs.

The outside temperature prior to this event was 30.3 degrees, the inside kennel temperature immediately
prior to this event when the greyhounds were retrieved was 18.6 degrees.

A pre race sample was taken from Suspicious Lee.

This event was delayed approximately 2 minutes due to a delay with the pre-race sampling procedure.

Suspicious Lee and Quen Bale were quick to begin.

Alouette Jack and My Hardaway Hana collided soon after the start. Suspicious Lee checked off Quen Bale
approaching the first turn. Alouette Jack and Zharnel collided approaching the first turn. Suspicious Lee
and Zharnel collided on the first turn checking Suspicious Lee which became unbalanced as a result. My
hardaway Hana and Zharnel collided on the home turn. Quen Bale and Jackie Jai collided approaching
the winning post.

My Hardaway Hana was vetted following the event.  It was reported that there was no apparent injury
found.

Alouette Jack was vetted following the event. It was reported that there was no apparent injury found. 






